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Political cabaret wunderkind Morgan Bassichis lives and works in that liminal realm of  the pedestrian surreal, as evidenced 

by their first solo gallery exhibition, “Questions to Ask Beforehand,” which opened at Bridget Donahue in Manhattan’s 

Chinatown. A live performer by trade, Bassichis infused the gallery with levity, creating a show that hovered somewhere 

between an archival display of  queer sociality and a pitch for an unrealized musical about millennial ambivalence. The airy 

installation re-created those familiar sites of  waiting: a therapist’s office, a spare performance space replete with a modest 

standing piano, and a cozy, den-like bay. In that comfy area, the visitor could sprawl out on one of  three multicolored 

cushions designed by fellow artist Sam Roeck and take in March is for Marches: May and November, a 2019 sound piece with 

https://www.newyorker.com/goings-on-about-town/art/morgan-bassichis-2022
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video captioning that Bassichis made in collaboration with cellist Ethan Philbrick. From this piece, I was able to glean 

fragments of  a story about the longing for men to sit down and enjoy the preparations of  a formal supper, among other 

esoteric musings. Sonically, the vibes were comfortingly reminiscent of  an Arthur Russell album. Atop a pair of  speakers 

flanking the projection were a variety of  stacked paperbacks, both pulpy and educational, culled from the Lesbian Herstory 

Archives, including The Lesbian Path (1980), Different Daughters (1996), and Lesbian Health Matters! (1980). Each pile was 

crowned by a piece of  smooth driftwood. This subtle evocation of  the rustic brought to mind the setting of  an artist 

residency: cloistered, often woodsy, philosophical, and communal (at least when it’s successful). 

Back-to-back television screens played a selection of  short video works, Pitchy #1–4 and In the Bathroom, all 2020. Pitchy (shot 

by and featuring Max Silver, with captioning by Isaac Silber) captures Bassichis in a variety of  environs—a park, a wooden 

shed (or maybe a sauna), a bright-blue bathroom, and a hotel suite—while conversing with a flummoxed off-screen 

interlocutor who can’t quite understand his subject’s associative and improvisationally sung responses: “I would love it if  

this interview could just be like question, answer. . . . ” The title is a double entendre; the multipart chat appears to be a 

pitch from Bassichis for a play with an indeterminate plot, starring the eagerly “clueless” artist who teases us with cryptic 

yet comically familiar ideas: “In the show, we have to become our own daddy.” Evading critique, they gleefully sing: “Work? 

Process? Work? Process? The same. The same.” 

Bassichis is an endlessly quotable writer, as evidenced by The Odd Years, the book they published in 2020_. _That delightful 

tome featured reproductions of  neurotic to-do lists Bassichis made between 2017 and 2019, the originals of  which were—

ta-da!—cleanly displayed, community-board style, inside a presentation case lined with cork. APOLOGIZE TO 

BOYFRIEND FOR THE DIGESTIVE SYSTEM MY ANCESTORS GAVE ME and BE A PERSON WHO SENDS 

EFFORTLESS BIRTHDAY PRESENTS read some of  the reminders Bassichis penned to themself  in red Sharpie. The 

artist builds on the self-flagellating comedy of  these notes by printing a series of  twelve different pamphlets, made in 

collaboration with interdisciplinary artist DonChristian Jones. The brightly colored literature was free for the taking and one 

could peruse it while lounging on the fake therapist’s-office furniture. A speaker tucked into a plant from this mise-en-scène 

quietly recited lines from the “Questions to Ask” series—“Questions to Ask Before Beginning a New Friendship,” 

“Questions to Ask Before Meeting a New Group of  People,” “Questions to Ask Before Having Sex with Someone,” and so 

forth—cleverly affirming the paranoid delusion that even the trees have ears. 

Sequestered on account of  Covid, I was able to listen to a reading of  these pamphlets via Instagram Live. The videographer 

of  this performance was shaking with laughter as Bassichis, outfitted in a chic black shift, both sang and recited to an 

appreciative crowd seated around a piano. While being deeply entertained by the proceedings—“Why do I find it so erotic 

when straight men say ‘he/him?,’” quipped Bassichis—I couldn’t help but wonder about the artist’s endgame, and what 

might lie in store in this sweet place of  confession, tenderness, and comedy they’ve built for themself  and, luckily, for us. 

            

             — Jess Barbagallo
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         View of Morgan Bassichis’s “Questions to Ask Beforehand” at  Bridget Donahue. 
          Morgan Bassichis and Bridget Donahue; Dario Lasagni 

The comedic performer Morgan Bassichis is probably best known for shows that are a kind of 
queer, lefty, Jewish love child of cabaret and stand-up comedy. But the artist, who uses the 
pronouns they/them, has also made videos, albums and books, elements of which are featured in 
“Questions to Ask Beforehand,” their first solo exhibition (accompanied by a few live performances). 

It’s a tricky transition. Bassichis’s work turns so much on the energy of human interaction, I found 
the gallery a little lonely. But four videos provide good grounding. In one, filmed in a bathtub, 
Bassichis sings rousingly about how “you can do anything in the bathroom”; in the others, from a 
series called “Pitchy” (2020), the artist answers an interviewer’s questions with coy, chanted 
improvisations, repeating phrases until they gain an incantatory power. Bassichis is masterly at 
creating a feeling that’s simultaneously conspiratorial and uncomfortable, like when someone tells a 
joke, and you’re not sure you totally get it, but you laugh anyway. 

Bassichis’s persona is a fool who’s actually a wise man (I think). In the titular installation, a set of 
pamphlets lists questions to ponder in advance of different situations. One for joining an 
organization reads, “Are we sure history will look favorably on us?” along with, “I forget, we are or 
we are not anarchists?” 

I relate to the anxiety that drives such inquiries, and I admire Bassichis’s ability to turn it into art. 
What I get from their work, in addition to much-needed laughter, are ideas for how to critically, 
caringly and creatively approach the daunting world. JILLIAN STEINHAUER
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This month, bodies are everywhere — even when they’re not. Exhibitions across New York 
City delicately dissect the omnipresence of the body in abstract and virtual space, address 
corporeality’s constructed or collaged nature, explore the political potential of bodies in 
dialogue, and revel in the sheer absurdity of moving through the world in one of these things. 
Take care out there and enjoy. 
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When: through April 23 (Performance dates: April 1, 8, 14, 22 at 7:30pm) 

Where: Bridget Donahue (99 Bowery, 2nd Floor, Chinatown, Manhattan) 

“Why were you so curt in your appointment reminder text?” comes a whisper 

from the hidden speaker in a potted plant by an analyst’s couch. Comedic musical 

performer and obsessive list-maker Morgan Bassichis brings their subversive 

hilarity into a solo show context with offerings spanning videos (“My father told 

me one day I’d grow up and have a line of saunas,” Bassichis informs us), 

informational pamphlets (“Questions to Ask Before Visiting Marfa”), and to-do 

lists (“To do: Silent meals (conversation is peer pressure)”). The show will also 

feature a live solo performance, “Questions to Ask Beforehand,” directed by Tina 

Satter. 
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Gregg Bordowitz, “Best books of  2020,” Artforum, 2020. 

Photo: Brian Green 
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Morgan Bassichis performs Damned If You Duet. (Courtesy of Morgan Bassichis)
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Sitting at the piano midway through their performance More Protest Songs, Morgan Bassichis 

introduced their next number as “a protest song I would love to see, like, elementary school students 

do. Preschool? Super young.”

Everyone cracked up. Between verses, Bassichis drew out their fantasy of inspiring a youth 

insurrection: “A lot of little kids flooding everywhere.… They’re, like, tugging on people’s pants…

overturning desks.”

The song itself was just two lines repeated between broken piano chords: “We cast you out / We send 

you away.” It might have been an incantation meant to expel an evil force, or a message from a 

community exiling a troublesome member—a children’s council, perhaps, deciding who would be the 

first to go.

Like much of Bassichis’s work, the power of “We Cast You Out” comes from its shivery mix of 

political feelings. Bassichis is not the only contemporary artist exploring the nature of everyday 

existence in such overwhelming times, but they are among the first to plumb the jumbled unconscious 

of today’s growing left social movements from within. Bassichis is a longtime activist with prison-

abolition and Palestine-solidarity groups, whose performances call up the delight, despair, and 

dizzying contradictions that shape life on the (queer, Jewish) left. They are also a virtuosic improviser, 

able to free associate across moods from the petty to the oceanic; the thrill of marching in the streets, 

the relief of getting home to watch TV.

Bassichis—who’s amassed a devoted following in the art world—writes gorgeous, unadorned songs 

that would be at home in a haunted version of the American songbook. Their performances combine 

music and comedy to create surreal, unsettling, partly improvised, and very funny cabaret shows. 

In More Protest Songs, performed and recorded as an album in 2017, they reimagined an old-

fashioned genre of musical dissent with strange, dark songs that began their life as lullabies. In The 
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Faggots and Their Friends Between Revolutions: The Musical, they co-created a theatrical adaptation 

of Larry Mitchell’s 1977 cult classic, an allegory about gay life in a declining empire called 

Ramrod. Damned if You Duet, a variety show Bassichis presented last fall with a series of 

collaborators, investigated the narcissism of collaboration itself. A Morgan Bassichis performance can 

feel like a night at the piano bar in the middle of a siege.

It can also feel like children’s theater for adults. Onstage, Bassichis, a mesmerizing presence, becomes 

a maddening, lovable, overgrown kid (and often works with actual young performers). They describe 

their persona as “delusional, childlike, somehow earnest, totally narcissistic.” (“Is it you?” I asked. 

“Yes and no. A turned-up, distorted version,” they said.) Artforum called them as a “millennial 

Candide.”

Bassichis could be envisioned making a cameo on Sesame Street, with a soulful singing voice that 

slips, for effect, into a tone reminiscent of Kermit the Frog. They are ungainly—again, perhaps 

deliberately—like a tall child or, well, a big bird. A running joke in Damned if You Duet involved them 

distractedly taking off items of clothing and putting different ones—stockings and ballet flats but no 

pants, for instance—back on. At one point they put a sock on the microphone, then asked why.

Bassichis’s alter ego can often be found creatively misappropriating leftist political concepts and the 

current lingua franca of community expectations—boundaries, consent, trust, self-care. At the 

performance of Damned if You Duet that I saw, they announced at one point that there were “too many 

faces” in the room. “Having a face is a form of uncompensated labor,” they said gravely as the stage 

lights dimmed, “and we’re going on strike.”

The embattled “we” in Bassichis’s songs often seems to be a radical or marginalized community—

some version of the collectives that narrate traditional protest songs like “We Shall Overcome” or “We 

https://www.artforum.com/performance/morgan-bassichis-faggot-and-friends-73053
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Shall Not Be Moved,” but usually, here, on the cusp of dissolution. In “The Porn Song,” Bassichis 

enumerates a list of things an unspecified ensemble has stopped doing—“We don’t eat anymore/ We 

don’t cook meals/ We don’t go to the library store anymore/ We don’t do those meditations anymore/ 

There’s no time”—before they get to the punch line that explains why everyone is so busy: “So much 

porn.” This is a dystopia that even we could fall for.

A theater kid raised by social worker parents in a progressive Boston suburb, Bassichis adopted their 

mom’s political fervor as well as her musical tastes, which ranged from jazz vocalists like Sarah 

Vaughn to folk singers like Holly Near. For a decade after college, they worked as an anti-prison 

organizer and educator in San Francisco. In 2013 they moved to New York, initially intending to give 

Broadway a shot. “I got my headshot taken like, ‘Alan Cumming, when you’re done in Cabaret, here I 

am,’” Bassichis joked. Instead, they found a home among veteran performance artists like Jibz 

Cameron (known onstage as Dynasty Handbag) and emerging artists like the filmmaker Tourmaline; 

this spring, their work will be featured in the Whitney Biennial.

Bassichis remains “a real show person,” said Malik Gaines, a founder of the performance troupe My 

Barbarian and a professor of performance studies at New York University. In Damned if You Duet, 

Gaines joined them for a tribute to George Michael that ended with the two shrieking the Wham! song 

“Freedom” while leaping around the stage in socks and underwear. “I don’t want your freedom!” they 

sang, shaking their fists, like queer kids putting on a show in someone’s basement, or protesters who 

have turned on each other.

The video and performance artist Gregg Bordowitz compared Bassichis’s work to 

Brecht’s Lehrstücke, or learning plays, which created a jarring mix of affects intended to sensitize 

audiences to the contradictions governing their lives. Leaving a Bassichis show, he added, sometimes 

brought back memories of heading home from ACT-UP meetings in the 1980s: “energized and 

enervated; motivated but thoughtful about what steps to take next; preoccupied by how much 

one can do.”
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My own fantasy about Bassichis’s work also takes place in the ’80s: I walked out of More Protest 

Songs with the weird sensation that I already knew the songs, that they were returning to me from my 

early childhood, as though they had long ago been recorded on a cassette tape that had just been lost, 

for many years, under a seat in my mom’s car.

Last month, Bassichis presented a new performance, Klezmer for Beginners, which included both an 

interpretation of Amy Winehouse’s “Back to Black” that highlighted the klezmer roots of its sound, 

and a group singalong of an old protest song Bassichis described as “‘Fuck tha Police’ in Yiddish.” 

Like More Protest Songs and Damned if You Duet—a collaboration with the composer Ethan Philbrick

—the show was an attempt, Bassichis explained, “to approach a genre with fresh eyes.” It was also 

another occasion for political and historical reflection, this time responding to the way that “the 

accusation of anti-Semitism is being used as an intense wedge in social movements,” Bassichis said.

There was a surge of interest in klezmer in the 1980s, they added, when leftist Jews responded to this 

kind of weaponization by “looking for forms of Jewishness that were purposefully diasporic and 

rooted in internationalism.” Many of the musicians behind that last klezmer revival—some of whom 

collaborated on Klezmer for Beginners—have remained active as performers and organizers for 

decades, a living riposte to the commonplace that only younger Jews affiliate with the left.pro

Artists run the risk of dabbling in nostalgia and sentimentality when they make work that explicitly 

invokes radical movements of the past or imagines those we might see in the future. But the children 

and older artists who appear in Bassichis’s work—whether in person or channeled by Bassichis—

simply seem to belong there. Entering Bassichis’s world, we encounter a riotous vision of what an 

intergenerational left might look like—one in which everyone is loopy, but no one is alone.

https://www.thenation.com/article/communist-manifesto-choral-marx/
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Katherine Brewer Ball, “Morgan Bassichis by Katherine Brewer Ball”, BOMB, June 22, 2017. 
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       Fire Island Medium, BOFFO, Fire Island, New York, July 30, 2016. Photo by Faris Al-Shathir.
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